NOTES:
1. FILL USING T-1M47-01-S ON ONE SIDE, USING T-1M47-03-S ON THE OTHER SIDE
   NOT AVAILABLE AS A STANDARD
2. "LONG PIN" REPRESENTS A CRITICAL DIMENSION.
3. MAXIMUM BURR ALLOWANCE: 0.038 [0.0015].
4. MINIMUM PUSHOUT FORCE: 2.22N [0.5 LB].
5. PARTS TO BE PACKAGED IN TRAYS.

ITEM NO. | PART NUMBER   | QUANTITY | MATERIAL                        
1        | ERMB-011-01-D-EM2 | 1.0000 | VECTRA E130i, COLOR: BLACK      
2        | T-1M47-01-S     | 11.000 | PHOS BRONZE, 510 SPRING TEMPER 
3        | T-1M47-03-S     | 11.000 | PHOS BRONZE, 510 SPRING TEMPER 
4        | WT-29-01-F      | 2.0000 | BeCu #25, 1/2 HT                
5        | TY-ASP120       | 1.0000 | BLACK HIPS                      
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